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Overview 

B&R Innovations specializes in temporary cement block system for ballasting and for freestanding temporary signage 
and lighting poles. Our patented system allows for moving up to 700lb blocks with our specialized hand carts and dollies. 
Our blocks all feature a single or double fork pocket through the block and can also me moved with any mechanized 
machine with forks. Due to the ease of movement with or without heavy equipment, the Block And Roll® system is the 
most efficient way to ballast or free stand almost anything for temporary and semi-permanent applications.

Our patented blocks come in six sizes and can be purchased pre-made or use one of our block 
forms to make your own.  All of our blocks can be adapted to add accessory mounts and poles.

 350lb  
Block

 500lb  
Block

700lb  
Block

400lb Sign 
Block

 1750lb  
Block

3500lb  
Block

Here is how our system works with 4 easy steps:

Pick a Mount Pick a Block Pick a Post Add an Accessory

Block And Roll® Blocks can be easily moved with our carts or any machine with forks.

Blocks can be covered with 
our vinyl covers.
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With the use of Block And Roll® Blocks you can rest assured your portable signage will not 
topple over with the wind.  Portable signage with our blocks can be deployed in minutes and 
moved around a venue or jobsite with ease.

There are endless options available when using Block And 
Roll® Blocks and our Pole and Base System. We stock a 

variety of mounts, poles and accessories including fan poles, 
radiant heater stands, propane and compressed gas tank 

stands, string or festoon lighting poles and more.

B&R also stocks portable LED lighting for temporary 
structures and various applications where hard wiring is not 

possible.

Porta-Exit offers a true portable solution for exit/emergency 
light combo units. The built in LED strip takes the place of 
side mounted lights. Our all LED units feature long lasting 

NiCad Batteries, an exterior battery interrupt switch (no need 
to open unit to disconnect batteries), a 5-15 plug for easy 

connection and universal hanging lanyards. This ultra-
compact unit also features a foam lined transport case. 

These are available in white or black with red or green letters 
and in Running Man style with green letters.

Add an umbrella mount to our blocks for wind resistant 
umbrellas and create outdoor sanitizing stations (single to 4 

station) with our dispenser brackets.
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Our cement blocks allow for portable and temporary use of lighting signage and flags. Solar lights are the 
easiest to work with as there are no power wires needed or electrical hookups. They can be deployed in 
minutes to illuminate any outdoor space. Joining blocks together with the use of our special brackets can 
allow for taller temporary lighting situations and emergency parking lot repairs. They can also be used to 
mount security cameras and directional signage.

B&R stocks blocks 
in 7 locations in the 
USA and 1 location 
in Ontario, Canada.  
We also have a 
network of rental 
companies that rent 
our blocks in most 
markets.

Block Manufacturing and 
Distribution Locations
Long Island, NY
Santa Maria, CA
Muskegon, MI

West Valley City, UT
Muskoka, ON, Canada

Opelika, AL
Purvis, MS
Shreveport, LA

Solar Light Poles, Temporary Parking Light Poles and Flag/Banner Poles

The Block and Roll® System was initially 
designed for Tent and Temporary Structure 
Ballasting, and has become the “Tent Industry 
Standard” for Ballasting. The Tent industry 
organizations and code enforcement officials 
are requiring concrete blocks over water 
barrels due to the inefficient 
holding power of the water 
barrels. Scan the QR code to 
read industry news about water 
barrel ballasting.

Tent and Structure Ballast


